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1) Capitated Based Funding (CBF) switchover design overview: provide a high level
understanding of the switchover approach taken
2) Tracking and Managing the CBF Switchover: Key points on the Switchover tracker
and the management of the switchover.
3) What needs to be actioned by practices prior to the 1st of April 2019 (Go Live Date)
An overview of the actions which must be taken to ensure that practices do not
miss out on funding from the 1st April 2019
4) ~~DEMO~~ Changes made to the PMS to support the Switchover: Demo of the
visual changes that a practice will see from the PMS after upgrading
5) ~~DEMO~~ Enrolment Maintenance Buttons and how funding is set for patients:
Demo of the Enrolment Maintenance buttons
6) ~~DEMO~~ Auto Synchronisation of Provider CPN and Facility Numbers: Where the
Synchronisation of the CPN and Facility Numbers is being performed from
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The approach taken when designing the functionality required to switchover from the
Quarterly CBF model to the Monthly CBF model was split up into two parts.
1) The first part involves the synchronisation of all existing enrolment information to
ensure that the enrolment which is being used as the basis for funding from NES
matches the enrolment from the PMS.
a) When the bulk synchronisation process runs it will synchronise all enrolments where
the PMS and NES have the same corresponding enrolment status – i.e both have a
status which shows that the patient being processed has a full enrolment
- Once a match is confirmed the system will then import the enrolment information
from NES to the PMS and then update NES with the Provider CPN and Facility
number currently associated with that enrolment
- Finally funding will be derived from the enrolment based on a combination of the
enrolment details and the existing quarterly funding details.
b) In the event there is a mismatch in the enrolment status from the PMS and NES a
Notification will be generated from the NES Notifications Inbox for the practice to
review and update the enrolment accordingly.
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2) The second part is to prevent the synchronised enrolments from going out of sync
again – this involves..
a) Disabling all patient register enrolment fields after the enrolment has been
synchronised (has an enrolment ID).
- Required to prevent changes being made to the PMS enrolment without changing
the NES enrolment
b) Introduce new enrolment maintenance buttons from the patient register
These allow the practice to update both enrolments with a single action thus saving
time and making the enrolment management process seamless.
c) And finally the system will auto synchronise any changes to the provider CPN and
Facility number associated with a given enrolment from the PMS
We will view these in more detail when I demo the functionality later in the webinar
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To track the switchover a new CBF Switchover tab has been added to the NES Setup
window, which can be accessed from Setup > Connected Health Information
Services > NES Setup > CBF Switchover tab – this allows you to
1) track the progress of the automated CBF switchover process
2) update the list of staff members who will receive Staff Tasks advising of the
outcome of the switchover when completed
3) and to access the CBF Switchover Log which contains any errors and a summary
of each switchover period completed.
At the top of the tab there is a summary of the operations that the auto switchover will
process
Below this is a Status which provides the practice with details of which stage of the
switchover they are at. The possible statuses that will appear are…
Scheduled to Run – Which appears when a processing time slot has been allocated
Switchover In progress – Which appears when the switchover has been initiated
And one of four possible Completed statuses – which the practice will see depending
on if there were exceptions or processing errors or a combination of both recorded
-Please Note: We are processing enrolments in two phases
Phase 1: Prior to the 1st of April 2019 all active patients with an NHI, an enrolment status
and an enrolment ID will be processed.
Phase 2: From the 1st of April 2019 all active patients with an NHI, an enrolment status
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and NO enrolment ID will be processed
This means that all practices should be at the switchover in progress stage a day after
upgrading and will remain in this status until the 1st of April.
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Below the status section is the Staff Task To field which defaults to all staff members
who currently have either System Admin and/or Setup access rights at the time of
upgrading. The staff members who are ticked when the switchover completes will
receive a SINGLE task summarising all the exceptions/errors that need to be reviewed.
The exceptions will be received from the NES notifications inbox and the Errors can be
managed from the View Log button.
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On pressing the view log button a list
1) of all processing and connection errors that were logged during the enrolment
synchronisation will be displayed
2) A summary at the end of each switchover period
Also the summary can be used to determine if the pre-April processing has
completed. This can be achieved by filtering the log for only processing summaries, to
do this…
1) Select the filter button from the top left of the log window
2) Change the Level field to Information and then press OK
3) A list of only the enrolment synchronisation summaries will then be displayed
From the list if the number of patients processed in subsequent summaries is small then
this indicates that the system has synchronised all enrolments with an enrolment ID.
Any small changes to the number that have been processed results from the fact that
new or existing enrolments have had a enrolment ID added since the last time the
switchover processed.
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Prior to the 1st of April it is important for all practices, in order to prevent any loss of
funding, to…
review and update any notifications that have resulted from the enrolment
synchronisation process
Review and update any enrolments which are missing an enrolment ID using the
query builder
A pre-built query, called ‘Missing NES Enrolment Information’, can be opened from
the query store under the QBFolder – when this query is run the blue arrow up button
can be used to place the patient on the palette and review their enrolment.
The patients who are missing an enrolment ID are the ones who are most likely going
to result in funding being lost at the practice due to the fact that these patients most
likely haven’t had an enrolment created from NES.
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1) ~~DEMO~~ Changes made to the PMS to support the Switchover: Demo of the
visual changes that a practice will see from the PMS after upgrading
2) ~~DEMO~~ Enrolment Maintenance Buttons and how funding is set for patients:
Demo of the Enrolment Maintenance buttons
3) ~~DEMO~~ Auto Synchronisation of Provider CPN and Facility Numbers: Where the
Synchronisation of the CPN and Facility Numbers is being performed from
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